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DearGreetings!  

Public Works regularly sends e-blasts reminding residents of the
importance and benefit of shutting off the water to the property
when they leave! Primarily it is to protect your home and property
from water damage and secondarily you can eliminate your
property as potentially responsible for a water leak. 

It is that time of year when we urge homeowners to please shut
off the water to their property. We can provide curb stop shutoff's
if your home will be not occupied this off season. Please contact
Vincent Reppucci at reppucci@gmail.com and provide ample
advanced notice so your request can be accomodated. We are all
volunteers and we do our best to provide this curb stop shutoff
service as a courtesy!

If you do not shutoff water to your property at the curb-stop and
intend to use your winterized home during the off season please
utilize a whole house water shutoff valve!

Every home in Quonnie should have a water shut off valve. Ideally,
it should be located at or close to where the water line enters your
home. When you leave Quonnie, you should shut that valve off to
prevent this type of serious damage.  The resident most recently
affected has allowed us to share this photograph of their
basement at the time the leak was identified! This home was
occupied until the Sunday prior to the leak which commenced two
days later on a Tuesday. So within 48 hrs after someone left the
home the leak started.

DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN TO YOU!
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Depending upon your home's construction, the main internal
shutoff valve may not be easily accessible.  In those cases, or if you
want to simplify the task of shutting the water on and off, there
are a number of valves on the market today that can be connected
to a conveniently located switch. There are even valves that can be
controlled via the internet allowing you to and monitor your water
usage remotely.  Some of these valves will sense abnormal water
flow and shut the valve off automatically until you can investigate.

If you don't have a water main valve today, or if you have one but
it's not easy to access, talk to your plumber about available
options. At a relatively minor expense you can now protect your
home from considerable and costly water damage. 

Do not leave your home unattended for an extended time with
your water on...else you may return home to find this (Not the
same home noted above!).
        

So once again, in preparation for the offseason, PW committee
strongly urges you to shut off the water to your property when



you leave even if the home is winterized. 

WATER SYSTEM UPDATE

We still remain on Boil Water Advisory.  Both wells have completed
the re-development and we are initiating the specialized testing
requested by RIDOH to determine if our wells are under the
influence of surface water. Well#1 was tested last week and Well
#2 will be tested this coming Monday and Tuesday.  In order to
perform this test we will need to run exclusively on Well#2 which,
once again, will bring 24 hours of poor water quality such as
discoloration due to the high iron content of well.  This cannot be
avoided.

Well #1 will be brought back online and then Coliform samples will
be collected which hopefully will initiate a removal of the Boil Water
Alert.

CROSS CONNECTION SURVEY

Several days remain until the November 1st deadline to complete
the online CCR survey.  Again this is one of several RIDOH
requirements which QCBFD much go through to develop the
mandated CCR Monitoring Plan. 

Please fill out the survey which can be found here:
 https://forms.gle/ELX8bGaBpxNTcFbP7  

Happy Halloween!

Vincent Reppucci
QCBFD PW Committee Chair
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